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AbstratSophistiated redutions are of partiular importane for progress in auto-mated theorem proving. We onsider the powerful redution rule ContextualRewriting in onnetion with the superposition alulus. If onsidered inits most general form the appliability of ontextual rewriting is not deid-able. We develop an instane of ontextual rewriting where appliabilitybeomes deidable while preserving a great deal of its simpli�ation power.A sophistiated implementation of the rule in Spass reveals its appliationpotential. Our ontextual rewriting instane is feasible in the sense that itan be exeuted on the overall TPTP resulting in a gain of solved problemsand new solutions to a number of problems that ould not be solved bytheorem provers so far.
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1 IntrodutionIn the superposition ontext, �rst-order theorem proving with equality dealswith the problem of showing unsatis�ability of a �nite set N of lauses. Thisproblem is well-known to be undeidable, in general. It is semi-deidable inthe sense that superposition is refutationally omplete. The superpositionalulus is omposed of inferene and redution rules. Inferene rules gen-erate new lauses from N whereas redution rules delete lauses from N ortransform them into simpler ones while deleting the anestors. If, in parti-ular, powerful redution rules are available, deidability of ertain sublassesof �rst-order logi an be shown and explored in pratie [4, 16, 17, 12, 11℄.Hene, sophistiated redutions are of partiular importane for progress inautomated theorem proving. In this paper the redution rule ContextualRewriting is onsidered in ombination with the superposition alulus [2℄.Contextual rewriting extends rewriting with unit equations to rewriting withfull lauses ontaining a positive orientable equation. In order to apply suha lause for rewriting, all other literals of that lause have to be entailed bythe ontext of the lause to be rewritten and potentially further lauses froma given lause set N . Hene, the name ontextual rewriting.For a �rst, simple example onsider the two lausesP (x)! f(x) � x S(g(a)); a � b; P (b)! R(f(a))where we write lauses in impliation form [29℄. Now in order to rewriteR(f(a)) in the seond lause to R(a) using the equation f(x) � x of the�rst lause with mather � = fx 7! ag, we have to show that P (x)� holdsin the ontext of the seond lause S(g(a)); a � b; P (b), i.e., j= S(g(a)); a �b; P (b) ! P (x)�. This obviously holds, so we an replae S(g(a)); a �b; P (b)! R(f(a)) by S(g(a)); a � b; P (b)! R(a) via a ontextual rewritingappliation of P (x)! f(x) � x.More general, ontextual rewriting is the following rule:2



R D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = (�2 ! �2)[u[s�℄ � v℄�1 ! �1; s � t(�2 ! �2)[u[t�℄ � v℄where (�2 ! �2)[u[s�℄ � v℄ expresses that u[s�℄ � v is an atom ourring in�2 or �2 and u ontains the subterm s�. Contextual rewriting redues thesubterm s� of u to t� if, among ordering restritions, the following onditionsare satis�ed NC j= �2 ! A for all A in �1�NC j= A! �2 for all A in �1�where N is the urrent lause set, C;D 2 N , and NC denotes the set oflauses from N smaller than C with respet to a redution ordering �, totalon ground terms. Redution rules are labeled with an R and are meant toreplae the lauses above the bar by the lauses below the bar. Both sideonditions are undeidable, in general. Therefore, in order to make the ruleappliable in pratie, it must be instantiated suh that eventually these twoonditions beome e�etive. This is the topi of this paper.For a more sophistiated, further motivating example, onsider the follow-ing lause set. It an be �nitely saturated using ontextual rewriting but notsolely with less sophistiated redution mehanisms suh as unit rewriting orsubsumption.Let i, q, r, f be funtions, a, b be onstants and x1, x2, x3, x4, y1 bevariables and let r � f � q � i � b � a � nil using the KBO with weight 1for all funtion symbols and variables.1: ! q(nil) � b2: i(x1) � b; q(y1) � b ! q(r(x1; y1)) � b3: i(x1) � b; q(y1) � b ! q(f(x1; y1)) � a4: i(x1) � b; q(y1) � b; i(x3) � b !r(x3; f(x1; y1)) � f(x1; r(x3; y1))5: i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; b � a !y1 � nil; q(f(x1; f(x2; r(x3; y1)))) � bIf we apply superposition right between lause 4 and lause 5 on the termq(f(x1; f(x2; r(x3; y1)))) we obtain the lause6: i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; i(x4) � b; q(y1) � b; q(f(x4; y1)) � b; b � a !f(x4; y1) � nil; q(f(x1; f(x2; f(x4; r(x3; y1))))) � bwhih is larger (both in the ordering and the number of symbols) thanlause 5. Applying superposition between lause 4 and lause 6 yields an evenlarger lause. Repeating the superposition inferene between lause 4 and3



these lauses reates larger and larger lauses. All those lauses annot besimpli�ed by unit rewriting and are not redundant with respet to subsump-tion [29℄. Hene, the exhaustive appliation of the superposition alulusdoes not terminate on this lause set. Furthermore, none of the redutionswhih have been implemented so far in Spass and in any other system weare aware of, an redue lause 5. However, with ontextual rewriting we anredue lause 5 using lause 3 to7: i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; b � a! y1 � nil; a � b.Clause 7 is a tautology and an be redued to true. Then the set issaturated sine no further superposition inferene is possible. In order toapply ontextual rewriting to lause 5 using lause 3 we have to verify theside onditionsNC j= i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; b � a! i(x1) � band NC j= i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; b � a!q(f(x2; r(x3; y1))) � b.The �rst ondition holds trivially and the latter follows from lause 3and lause 2 whih are both smaller than lause 5. For more details seeSetion 4.2. This example already shows that the lass of lause sets thatan be �nitely saturated with ontextual rewriting is stritly larger than thelass of lause sets that an be �nitely saturated by unit rewriting, non-unitrewriting or loal ontextual rewriting [29, 30℄.Contextual rewriting was �rst implemented in the SATURATE system [20,13℄ but never matured. It turned out to be very useful for a bunh of exam-ples, but the rule has to be turned o� in general, beause often the proversdoes not return in reasonable time from even a single ontextual rewritingappliation test. This is partly due to a straight forward naive implementa-tion, ompared to the tehniques presented in our paper, and a more generalsetting where the ordering onstraints of the rule are not a priori alulatedbut inherited through ordering onstraints.In this work we present an instane of ontextual rewriting that is useful,e.g., it redues the above lause set, its appliation is deidable and it is alsofeasible in pratie. We tested our implementation on all problems of theTPTP library version 3.2.0 [27℄. Compared to our �rst implementation ofthe rule [32℄ the results of this paper lead to a performane where we winsigni�antly more problems on the overall TPTP than we lose while keeping4



the positive results on hard problems. In partiular, we solve 6 problemsfrom the TPTP that no other reported system ould solve before. The gainedperformane is due to a tight inorporation of ontextual rewriting with unitand non-unit rewriting and a new ahing tehnique (Chapter 3).The paper is now organized as follows. In Setion 2 we develop ourinstane of ontextual rewriting and present its implementation in Spass inSetion 3. The �nal setion, Setion 4, disusses experimental results, bothon the TPTP and on the above example.
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2 Contextual RewritingWe onsider �rst-order logi with equality using notation from [29℄. We writelauses in the form �! � where � and � are multi-sets of atoms. The atomsof � denote negative literals while the atoms of � denote the positive literals.A substitution � is a mapping from the set of variables to the set of termssuh that x� 6= x for only �nitely many variables x. The redution rules, inpartiular the ontextual rewriting rule, are de�ned with respet to a well-founded redution ordering � on terms that is total on ground terms. Thisordering is then lifted to literals and lauses in the usual way [29℄. A terms is alled stritly maximal in �! � if there is no di�erent ourrene of aterm in �! � that is greater or equal than s with respet to �.Contextual rewriting is a sophistiated redution rule originally intro-dued in [2℄ that generalizes unit rewriting and non-unit rewriting [29℄. It isan instane of the standard redundany notion of superposition. A lause Cis alled redundant in a lause set N if there exist lauses C1; : : : ; Cn 2 Nwith Ci � C for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, written Ci 2 NC , suh that C1; : : : ; Cn j= C.The lause C is implied by smaller lauses from N . This ondition an atu-ally be re�ned to grounding substitutions: C is redundant if for all groundingsubstitutions � for C there are ground instanes Ci�i of lauses Ci 2 N suhthat Ci�i � C�, written Ci�i 2 NC�, and C1�1; : : : ; Cn�n j= C�. Redutionrules are marked with an R and their appliation replaes the lauses abovethe bar with the lauses below the bar.De�nition 1 (Contextual Rewriting [2℄) Let N be a lause set, C;D 2N , � be a substitution then the redutionsR D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2; u[s�℄ � v ! �2�1 ! �1; s � tC 0 = �2; u[t�℄ � v ! �26



R D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2 ! �2; u[s�℄ � v�1 ! �1; s � tC 0 = �2 ! �2; u[t�℄ � vwhere the following onditions are satis�ed1. s� � t�2. C � D�3. NC j= �2 ! A for all A in �1�4. NC j= A! �2 for all A in �1�are alled ontextual rewriting.Due to ondition 1-1 and ondition 1-2 we have C 0 � C and D� � C.Then from ondition 1-3 and ondition 1-4 we obtain that there exist lausesC1; : : : ; Cn 2 NC and C1; : : : ; Cn; C 0; D� j= C. Therefore, the lause C isredundant in N [fC 0g and an be eliminated. The rule is an instane of theabstrat superposition redundany notion.The side onditions 1-3 and 1-4 having both the form NC j= �! � areundeidable, in general. There are two obstales deiding the side onditionsNC j= � ! �. First, there are in�nitely possible grounding substitutions�0 for the lauses � ! � and C. Seond, even for a given �0 there may bein�nitely many ground substitutions Æ with CiÆ � C�0, Ci 2 N , e.g., if �is the lexiographi path ordering (LPO). Therefore, in order to e�etivelydeide the side onditions, in the following we will �x one �0 and restrit thenumber of onsidered substitutions Æ to a �nite number yielding a deidableinstane of ontextual rewriting.First, NC j= � ! � is equivalent to NC [ f9x1; : : : ; xn::(� ! �)g j= ?where the xi are the variables of � ! �. The existential quanti�er an beeliminated by Skolemization yielding a Skolem substitution � that maps anyxi to a new Skolem onstant. Consequently, setting �0 to � yields the instaneNC j= (�! �)� , where (�! �)� is ground. Still there may exist in�nitelymany Æ with CiÆ � C� , Ci 2 N . Furthermore, C� may still ontain variablesas the literal u[s�℄ � v of C may ontain variables that do not our in �2,�2.Therefore, we restrit Æ to those grounding substitutions that map vari-ables to terms only ourring in C� or D�� where we additionally assumethat � is also grounding for C and D�, i.e., it maps any variable ourringin C or D� to an arbitrary fresh Skolem onstant. Let ND��C� be the set of all7



ground instanes of lauses fromN smaller than C� obtained by instantiationwith ground terms from D��; C� . Then ND��C� is �nite and ND��C� � NC� .Consequently, ND��C� j= (� ! �)� is a suÆient ground approximation ofNC j= � ! �. Even though this is a deidable approximation of the orig-inal problem the set ND��C� is exponentially larger than N , in general. Inpartiular, the set typially already gets so large that an instantiation basedtheorem proving approah does not work out deiding ND��C� j= (� ! �)� .For example, the rewriting step from the example in the introdution on-tains already more than 20 di�erent ground terms out of the lausei(1) � b; i(3) � b; i(2) � b; i(4) � b; q(5) � b; q(f(4; 5)) � b; b � a !f(4; 5) � nil; q(f(1; f(2; f(4; r(3; 5))))) � bwhere the i are the freshly introdued Skolem onstants. Reall that N isnot the input lause set but the set of all lauses generated in the ourseof a saturation and an thus onsists of several (hundred) thousand lauses.The side ondition ND��C� is typially tested several 10 thousand times fora problem with potential ontextual rewriting appliations, even with re-spet to the re�nements that we will introdue in the sequel. Therefore, werepresent ND��C� impliitly by approximating ND��C� j= (�! �)� by the appli-ation of a reursively de�ned redundany redundany alled ground subtermredundant. A lause is ground subterm redundant, if it an be redued totrue by the redution rules tautology redution, forward subsumption, obviousredution and a partiular instane of ontextual rewriting alled reursiveontextual ground rewriting de�ned below. Tautology redution redues syn-tati and semanti tautologies to true whereas forward subsumption reduessubsumed lauses to true. Obvious redution eliminates trivial literals [29℄.Ground subterm redundany is shown in Algorithm 1 and explained in detailin the next Chapter 3.Ground subterm redundany only applies to ground lauses. Therefore,the following de�nition introdues an instane of ontextual rewriting onlyworking on ground lauses. Further, it adapts ontextual rewriting suhthat it impliitly only onsiders lauses from ND��C� . This is in partiularguaranteed by ondition 2-3 below that limits the lauses used for redutionsto so alled universally redutive lauses.De�nition 2 (Reursive Contextual Ground Rewriting) If N is a lauseset, D 2 N , C 0 ground, � a substitution then the redutionsR D = �1 ! �1; s � t C 0 = �2; u[s�℄ � v ! �2�1 ! �1; s � t�2; u[t�℄ � v ! �28



R D = �1 ! �1; s � t C 0 = �2 ! �2; u[s�℄ � v�1 ! �1; s � t�2 ! �2; u[t�℄ � vwhere the following onditions are satis�ed1. s� is a stritly maximal term in D�2. u[s�℄ � v � s� � t�3. vars(s) = vars(D)4. (�2 ! A) is ground subterm redundant for all A in �1�5. (A! �2) is ground subterm redundant for all A in �1�are alled reursive ontextual ground rewriting.Condition 2-1 and ondition 2-2 ensure the ordering restritions requiredby ontextual rewriting. Condition 2-3 implies that D� is ground. A lauseD meeting ondition 2-1 and ondition 2-3 is alled strongly universally redu-tive. Condition 2-4 and ondition 2-5 reursively apply the ground subtermredundany riterion.The ground subterm redundany riterion is terminating sine C 0 is re-dued to a smaller ground lause. As a onsequene, also the ground sub-term redundany proedure (Algorithm 1) is terminating. Eventually, ourtop level instane of ontextual rewriting, the subterm ontextual rewritingrule, beomes the below rule.De�nition 3 (Subterm Contextual Rewriting) Let N be a lause set,C;D 2 N , � be a substitution then the redutionsR D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2; u[s�℄ � v ! �2�1 ! �1; s � t�2; u[t�℄ � v ! �2R D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2 ! �2; u[s�℄ � v�1 ! �1; s � t�2 ! �2; u[t�℄ � vwhere the following onditions are satis�ed9



1. s� � t�2. C � D�3. � maps all variables from C;D� to fresh Skolem onstants4. (�2 ! A)� is ground subterm redundant for all A in �1�5. (A! �2)� is ground subterm redundant for all A in �1�are alled subterm ontextual rewriting.Note that unit rewriting and non-unit rewriting [29℄ are also instanes ofthe subterm ontextual rewriting rule. Note further that the onditions forthe subterm ontextual rewriting rule are weaker ompared to the reursiveontextual ground rewriting rule: the right premise needs not to be groundand the equation s � t needs not to be maximal in the �rst premise. Subtermontextual rewriting uses reursive ontextual ground rewriting to e�etivelydeide the side onditions.In addition to the rewriting style, where subterms are replaed by simplerones, the general idea of ontextual rewriting an also be used to atuallyeliminate literals, resulting in a generalization of mathing replaement res-olution [29℄. This variant then also uses negative literals for redutions.De�nition 4 (Subterm Contextual Literal Elimination) Let N be alause set, C;D 2 N , � be a substitution then the redutionsR D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2; u � v ! �2�1 ! �1; s � t�2 ! �2R D = �1; s � t! �1 C = �2 ! �2; u � v�1 ! �1; s � t�2 ! �2where the following onditions are satis�ed1. s� = u and t� = v2. C � D�3. � maps all variables from C;D� to fresh Skolem onstants10



4. (�2 ! A)� is ground subterm redundant for all A in �1�5. (A! �2)� is ground subterm redundant for all A in �1�are alled subterm ontextual rewriting.
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3 ImplementationThe implementation of Spass [29℄ fouses on a sophistiated redution ma-hinery. The Spass main loop operates on two lause sets: WorkedO� andUsable. The WorkedO� set ontains the lauses whih have been proessedand the Usable set ontains the lauses whih have to be onsidered forfurther inferenes. When Spass is started WorkedO� is empty and Usableontains all input lauses. Then in eah iteration of the main loop Spasshooses one lause C from Usable and moves it to WorkedO�. Then it om-putes all inferenes of C with lauses of WorkedO�. Eah inferened lauseC 0 is then fully interredued using lauses of WorkedO� [Usable. This pro-ess is alled forward redution. After that it redues all lauses of WorkedO�and Usable by using C 0 whih is alled bakward redution. After having per-formed forward redution and bakward redution, the lause sets WorkedO�and Usable are fully interredued with respet to C. This is the well-knownOtter loop that onsiders all lauses for redution in ontrast to a more lazyapproah only onsidering WorkedO� lauses, alled Disount loop.The integration of ontextual rewriting into the Spass main loop onsistsof two steps. First, the searh for appropriate ontextual rewrite appliationandidates. This is analogous to the ase of unit rewriting and non-unitrewriting. Finding appropriate rewrite andidates is realized in Spass viasubstitution trees [29, 15℄. The following shows the non-unit rewriting rule.Non-Unit RewritingR D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2; u[s�℄ � v ! �2�1 ! �1; s � tC 00 = �2; u[t�℄ � v ! �2R D = �1 ! �1; s � t C = �2 ! �2; u[s�℄ � v�1 ! �1; s � tC 00 = �2 ! �2; u[t�℄ � v12



where (i) s � t and (ii) �1� � �2;�1� � �2In order to rewrite a lause C the implementation of unit and non-unitrewriting tries to redue eah subterm s� of C. Therefore, for eah subterms� the proedure queries the substitution tree whether there exist a andidateterm s. If there exists suh a term then the substitution tree returns stogether with the mather �. After retrieving the lause D of whih term sis a subterm, the requirements (i) and (ii) are veri�ed. If they are ful�lledthen C is rewritten else the implementation queries the substitution tree forthe next andidate term. The retrieval is realized in an iterative way beausethe �rst hit is atually already used for redution.The seond step for integrating ontextual rewriting into Spass is to hekthe side onditions that require an e�etive implementation of the groundsubterm redundany hek. First of all, it is too ostly to expliitly omputethe Skolem substitution � for eah lause (� ! �)� subjet to the groundsubterm redundany riterion. Applying � expliitly requires to alloatememory for the new onstants, the resulting terms and the new lause and itrequires additional omputations to build the lause. Beause of the reursivestruture of the redundany riterion this is not feasible. Therefore, oursolution is to simply treat variables as onstants in the implementation ofthe redundany riterion.In Spass onstants are funtion objets of arity zero. If the implemen-tation of subterm ontextual rewriting replaed the variables of the lause� ! � expliitly by fresh onstants, then it would reate for eah variablea funtion objet and insert it into the preedene with lowest preedene.Therefore, the term symbols of the new onstants are ordered to eah otheras well as to the other term symbols. On the other hand variables are repre-sented as integers in Spass whih impliitly orders them. Whenever we on-sider variables to be onstants we assume them to have a lower preedenethan any other non-variable symbol of the signature. As a onsequene, ifwe adapt the ordering modules (KBO, RPOS) suh that they treat variablesin the above way, then our approah has the same properties with respet toordering omputation as reating onstants expliitly.If variables are interpreted as onstants the standard proedure of Spassfor �nding appropriate rewrite andidates remains unhanged. Let t be aterm, u a onstant, x a variable and I the term index ontaining all termsourring in the lause set N . A generalization for the term t[u℄ is a tuple(t0; �0), suh that t[t0�0℄ = t[u℄ where t0 is a term and �0 is a substitution.The lookup funtion for the retrieval of generalizations in the index I willreturn the same terms for t[x℄ as for t[u℄. In more detail, this means thatfor all generalizations (t1; �1) of t[u℄ in I there is a generalization (t2; �2) of13



GroundSubtermRedundant(CLAUSE C, CLAUSE SET N);1 Rewritten=True;2 while Rewritten do3 Rewritten=False;4 if IsEmpty(C) then return False;5 if IsTautology(C) then return True ;6 if ForwardSubsumption(C, N) then return True;7 if ObviousRedution(C) then Rewritten=True;8 if ReursiveContextualGroundRewriting(C, N) then9 Rewritten=True ;end10 return False11 Algorithm 1: GroundSubtermRedundantt[x℄ in I with t1 = t2 and �1 is equal to �2 where all ourrenes of u in theo-domain of �1 are replaed by x. Consequently, the lookup for appropriaterewrite andidates is independent of the interpretation of the variables.In the following we present the implementation of the ground subtermredundany hek and verify that it works exatly like an implementationthat reates Skolem onstants expliitly.The implementation is depited in Algorithm 1 and uses tautology hek,forward subsumption and obvious redutions from the redution proedureof Spass. These are the proedures implemented in Spass exept that theywork with respet to the modi�ed ordering proedures that interpret variablesas onstants. As explained above the retrieval of andidate terms of forwardsubsumption remains unhanged.Algorithm 1 expets as input a lause C and a lause set N and reduesC with respet to N in the main loop. The redutions performed on lauseC in Algorithm 2 hange C destrutively. IsEmpty(C) heks whether thegiven lause is the empty lause. IsTautology(C) heks if j= C. This isrealized via a ongruene losure algorithm testing whether a positive literalis implied by the negative literals.ForwardSubsumption(C, N) heks whether C is already subsumed bylauses from N . R �1 ! �1 �2 ! �2�1 ! �1where �1 � �2 and �1 � �2. 14



ReursiveContextualGroundRewriting(CLAUSE C[u[u0℄ � v℄,1 CLAUSE SET N);G = generalSDT (N; u0);2 foreah (s; �) 2 G do3 Lits = LiteralsContainingTerm(s);4 foreah (s � t) 2 Lits s.t. s� � t� do5 D = LiteralOwningClause(s � t);6 if (vars(s) � vars(D) ^7 u[s�℄ � v � s� � t� ^8 s� stritly maximal term in D� ^9 8A 2 Ante(D�) GroundSubtermRedundant(�! A) ^10 8A 2 Su(D�) GroundSubtermRedundant(A! �))11 thenreturn C[u[t�℄ � v℄;12 end13 end14 end15 Algorithm 2: ReursiveContextualGroundRewritingObviousRedution(C) implements the following rulesR �! �; s � t; s � t�! �; s � tand R�; s � t; s � t! ��; s � t! �and R�! �; t � t�! �and R�; t � t! ��! �and R�; x � t! ��! � if x 62 (� [�)Further details an be found in the Spass Handbook [31℄.15



ReursiveContextualGroundRewriting(C, N), depited in Al-gorithm 2, implements reursive ontextual ground rewriting. The variablesourring in C are interpreted as onstants in the sense explained above.The all to generalSDT (N; u0) (line 2) returns the set of generalizations Gfrom N of u0 and the respetive mather �. Then the proedure omputesfor eah of the generalizations the literals and the lauses where they our.The andidate lauses are then heked for the non-reursive side ondi-tions of ontextual rewriting. Beause of the onditions vars(s) = vars(D)(line 7) and s� is stritly maximal term in D� (line 8) the rewrite lause D isstrongly universally redutive. This means that � has all variables of D in itsdomain. The substitution � replaes all variables of D by terms ourring inC. Therefore, D� ontains only variables ourring in C whih we assume tobe onstants. As a onsequene, this proedure neither introdues any newSkolem onstants nor does it hange the preedene of them. Therefore, theordering hek (line 8) is implemented using the above-explained, modi�edordering modules treating variables as onstants. Additionally, building thesubproblems (line 10 { line 11) does also not hange the Skolem onstants norintrodue new ones. For eah of these subproblems ReursiveContextu-alGroundRewriting reursively alls GroundSubtermRedundant.Interpreting variables as Skolem onstants during the reursive applia-tion of GroundSubtermRedundant results exatly in the same behaviorwhere expliitly new onstant objets are introdued, but saves time andmemory.The implementation of subterm ontextual rewriting and subterm on-textual literal elimination is analogous to the implementation of reursiveontextual ground rewriting. The di�erene is that the input lause C is notinterpreted to be ground and the loal side onditions (line 7 - line 9) arehanged with respet to the de�nition of subterm ontextual rewriting andsubterm ontextual literal elimination, respetively.Algorithm 3 depits the forward redution proedure of Spass wheresubterm ontextual rewriting is integrated. Note that the input lause C isdestrutively hanged during the redutions.3.1 Integration of Unit and Non-Unit Rewrit-ingOur �rst major improvement over [32℄ is the integration of unit and non-unit rewriting into subterm ontextual rewriting. Considering the old Al-gorithm 3 standard rewriting (line 8), namely unit and non-unit rewriting,16



ForwardRedution(CLAUSE C, CLAUSE SET N);1 Rewritten=True;2 while Rewritten do3 Rewritten=False;4 if IsTautology(C) then return True;5 if ObviousRedution(C) then Rewritten=True;6 if ForwardSubsumption(C;N) then return True;7 if Rewriting(C;N) then Rewritten = True;8 if SubtermContextualRewrting(C;N) then9 Rewritten=True;end10 return (C)11 Algorithm 3: ForwardRedutionwas implemented independently from ontextual rewriting (line 9) in the �rstimplementation [32℄. As a result our previous implementation searhes theindex struture for �nding appropriate standard rewriting andidates andthen searhes the index again for �nding andidates for ontextual rewriting.In order to save queries to the index and side ondition heks we nested stan-dard rewriting into ontextual rewriting resulting in the proedure depitedin Algorithm 4.The proedure IsUnit (line 7) heks if the lause given as argumentis a unit. If both C and D� are unit lauses then C an be rewritten.SubsumesBasi hekes if the literals of C exept literal u[u0℄ � v subsumeall literals of D� exept literal s� � t�. Analogously, we extended reursiveontextual ground rewriting by unit and non-unit rewriting.The integration of unit and non-unit rewriting into ontextual rewritingpotentially hanges the proof searh strategy beause lauses are redued indi�erent order. Conerning Algorithm 3 rewriting (line 8) is performed onan input lause C before subterm ontextual rewriting. The proedure im-plementing rewriting redues the lause C using all lauses of N . When nofurther redution with rewriting is possible then subterm ontextual rewrit-ing redues C using N . After integrating standard rewriting into subtermontextual rewriting this is done in parallel. The lause set N is proessedonly one. Eah time a andidate lause is retrieved the proedure heks ifstandard rewriting is possible. If it is not possible then it immediately hekswhether ontextual rewriting is possible. This potentially hanges the proofsearh strategy, beause the lauses are redued in a di�erent order.17



SubtermContextualRewriting(CLAUSE C[u[u0℄ � v℄,1 CLAUSE SET N);G = generalSDT (N; u0);2 foreah (s; �) 2 G do3 Lits = LiteralsContainingTerm(s);4 foreah (s � t) 2 Lits s.t. s� � t� do5 D = LiteralOwningClause(s � t);6 if (IsUnit(C) ^ IsUnit(D�)) then return C[u[t�℄ � v℄;7 else if SubsumesBasi(C;D�) then return C[u[t�℄ � v℄;8 else if (u[s�℄ � v � s� � t� ^9 s� stritly maximal term in D� ^10 8A 2 Ante(D�)11 GroundSubtermRedundant(�! A) ^8A 2 Su(D�)12 GroundSubtermRedundant(A! �))thenreturn C[u[t�℄ � v℄;13 end14 end15 end16 Algorithm 4: SubtermContextualRewriting3.2 Fault CahingTesting a term whether it an be rewritten using ontextual rewriting mightause to perform many proedure alls beause of the mutual reursive stru-ture of the side onditions. Memorizing terms that have been identi�ed notto be reduible saves a lot of omputation.The ahe itself is realized via a term indexing struture beause thisprovides all the funtionality for storing and querying terms that we need.Furthermore, Spass already provides this data struture via substitutiontrees as explained above. Substitution trees return for a query term a gen-eralization together with the respetive substitution. Let t be a term wewant to hek whether it is already in the fault ahe. If the substitutiontree returns a term t0 and a substitution � then t0� = t. If � only substi-tutes variables of t by variables then t is not subterm ground redundant ifwe onsider the same ontext.We modi�ed the implementation of reursive ontextual ground rewritingsuh that eah time a term is onsidered for rewriting the algorithm �rst18



queries the ahe. If the term is in the ahe then this term is not onsideredfor rewriting. If it is not in the ahe and neither standard rewriting norsubterm ontextual rewriting was possible then the algorithm inserts it intothe ahe. One a term was inluded in the ahe it remains there. We use aglobal ahe for the implementation in order to avoid as muh omputationas possible.This is an approximation beause a term that is not reduible in the on-text of one lause might be reduible in the ontext of another lause. Fur-ther, for heking whether a term is in the fault ahe, the implementationonsiders terms that are generalizations with respet to variable mappings.Beause variables are interpreted as onstants the ahe might rejet termsthat are reduible with another ordering of the variables. Remember thatvariables are interpreted as Skolem onstants. The fault ahe is also om-patible with splitting. If a term is inserted into the ahe in a split branhthat is not valid anymore, it does not produe wrong results beause we havea purely negative ahe whih only exludes terms that ould be possiblyrewritten. As a onsequene, we lose possible appliations of a ontextualrewriting step. If we also stored terms that an be redued, this approahwould not work beause if a term ould be identi�ed to be reduible in a splitbranh then this term does not have to be reduible in another branh. Inthis ase we need to ahe lauses and have to onsider baktraking updatesby the splitting. Similarly, if a term is reduible in the ontext of one lausewith ontextual rewriting, this does not have to be the ase in the ontext ofanother lause. However, the below results show that this heuristi performswell on pratial instanes.
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4 Results4.1 Results on the TPTPIn this hapter we evaluate the implementations of ontextual rewriting inSpass, presented in the last hapter, by omparing it to the urrent standardon�guration of Spass.As test samples we used the TPTP 3.2.0 [27℄ whih is a library onsistingof 8984 problems for testing automated theorem proving systems. As refer-ene we run Spass version 3.1 that is version 3.0 extended by some bug �xeswith default on�guration. For the sample runs we integrated ontextualrewriting and the respetive improvements in this version of Spass. All sam-ple runs were performed with Spass options set to -RFRew=4 -RBRew=3-RTaut=2 . This means that both subterm ontextual rewriting and subtermontextual literal elimination are ativated for forward rewriting, subtermontextual rewriting is ativated for bakward redutions and semanti tau-tology heks are ativated. The hardware setup onsisted of Opteron nodesrunning at speed of 2.4 GHz equipped with 4 GB RAM for eah node. Forthe sample run as well as for the referene run we set a time limit of 300seonds for eah problem.The problems of the TPTP are ranked from 0:00 to 1:00 indiating theirdiÆulty. Basially, the value expresses how many of the urrent existingprovers were able to solve a partiular problem. This means that problemswith rating 1:00 have not been solved by any prover so far. For further detailswe refer to [28℄. We ompare Spass ontaining our new improvements to theoriginal Spass with respet to the di�erent rankings of problems. All proofsthat Spass with ontextual rewriting ould �nd additionally were hekedby the Spass proof heker.The results of running Spass ontaining our �rst implementation of on-textual rewriting are depited in Table 4.1. This version found 85 additionalproofs and lost 143 proofs ompared to the run without ontextual rewritingif we onsider all problems. If we onsider problems with rank greater then20



0.65 then Table 4.1 shows that ontextual rewriting solves more problemsthan it loses. The higher the rank the better are the results of ontextualrewriting ompared to the referene version. If we onsider problems withthreshold greater than 0.9, Spass with ontextual rewriting found 21 addi-tional proofs and lost none. It even ould solve �ve additional problems.threshold lost won0.00 143 850.50 80 690.65 48 610.80 3 420.90 0 211.00 0 5Table 4.1: Contextual rewriting, 300 seonds time limitFirst we did not understand why ontextual rewriting lost so many easyproblems. Then by inspeting some of the lost problems we ould identify tworeasons. First, the atual proof found by the standard version of Spass gotlost through a ontextual rewriting appliation. Seond, a all to a ontextualrewriting proedure took so long that Spass did not �nish within the timelimit although the referene run terminated within milliseonds. Therefore,we improved our implementation of ontextual rewriting aording to thelines of Chapter 3.4.1.1 Integrated Unit and Non-Unit RewritingThe integration of unit and non-unit rewriting into the implementation ofontextual rewriting improved the results signi�antly. Although more prob-lems were lost than before more ould be additionally solved. This improve-ment narrowed the gap between solved and lost problems. Table 4.2 depitsthe results.Considering all problems the version with integrated unit and non-unitrewriting found 152 additional proofs and lost 119. It still solves hard prob-lems whereas it is able to solve more easy one.4.1.2 Fault CahingAfter additionally integrating the fault ahe in the ontextual rewritingproedure the results further improved as Table 4.3 depits. Spass found 13221



threshold lost won0.0 152 1190.5 88 710.65 51 620.8 4 360.9 0 201.0 0 5Table 4.2: Integrated Unit and Non-Unit Rewriting, 300 seonds time limitadditional problems whereas it only lost 67. This implementation improvedmuh on the easy problems but ould solve new diÆult problems, too. Evenone additional problem that has not been solved before.threshold lost won0.0 67 1320.5 43 810.65 23 710.8 3 400.9 0 221.0 0 6Table 4.3: Contextual Rewriting with Cahing, 300 seonds time limitThe following table ompares Spass with ontextual rewriting and allimprovements with a time limit of 900 seonds to the referene run. We seethat almost half of the 67 lost problems ould be regained by inreasing thetime limit.The six new problems that we ould solve are all from the software modelheking ategory of the TPTP. The problems are: SWC308+1, SWC329+1,SWC345+1, SWC342+1, SWC261+1, SWC335+1. This is not a surpriseas ontextual rewriting an for example employ onditional aess funtionde�nitions for redution. For example, a list element aess funtion that�rst heks for emptiness is perfetly mathed by our subterm ontextualrewriting rule.It was a surprise to us that the implementation of ontextual rewritingdid not improve on satis�able problems. In the �rst implementation we evenlost seven problems and did not terminate on problems where the refereneversion did. After the integration of unit and non-unit rewriting we even22



threshold lost won0.0 38 1900.5 23 990.65 7 830.8 3 400.9 0 221.0 0 6Table 4.4: Contextual Rewriting with Cahing, 900 se run timelost eight problems. But also for satis�ability problems it turned out thatthe fault ahe is useful beause the version ontaining the fault ahe onlylost one problem. Running the version with ahing and a time limit of 900seonds still lost this partiular problem but additionally terminated on threeproblems. We are wondering about that phenomenon beause ontextualrewriting is apable to inrease the number of problems where Spass anterminate on. An example for suh a problem is the introdutory examplewhih is shown in more detail in the next setion. The TPTP version 3.2.0does not ontain suh problems.4.2 Appliation to the Example from the In-trodutionIn this part we depit the appliation of approximated reursive ontextualrewriting on the introdutory example in detail. Therewith, we show thatsuperposition together with our instane of ontextual rewriting terminateson this example. Spass with ontextual rewriting is able to saturate thelause set from setion 1 whereas Spass without ontextual rewriting is not.Reall that we an redue lause 5 with lause 3 using ontextual rewritingif the side onditions are ful�lled. The ground lauses8 : i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; b � a! i(x1) � b9 : i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; b � a! q(f(x2; r(x3; y1))) � bmust be entailed by lauses fromNC . Clause 8 is a tautology whereas lause 9an be rewritten with lause 3 to10: i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; a � b! a � busing ontextual rewriting if in addition the lauses11: i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; a � b! i(x2) � b12: i(x1) � b; i(x3) � b; i(x2) � b; q(y1) � b; a � b! q(r(x3; y1)))) � bare also entailed by lauses from NC . Clause 11 is a syntati tautology and23



lause 12 is subsumed by lause 2.
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5 SummaryIn summary, ontextual rewriting is ostly but it helps solving diÆult prob-lems. Our urrent implementation improves signi�antly over our �rst sug-gestion [32℄. It atually gains more problems than it loses and is able tosolve many diÆult problems. The Spass version desribed in this paperand used for the experiments an be obtained from the Spass homepage(http://spass-prover.org/) following the prototype link.
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